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Abstract:
The striking surge in wireless services such as video streaming, 3D-gaming, social media
services, etc., to name a few, over recently years, to meet the requirements of end-users, is
pushing the existing optical communications, and access networks in particular, to work at their
capacity limits. This trend has put forth standardization of 100G networks, and underline the
need to explore potential novel network architectures and photonic device technologies that
will enable sustainability with the exploding data traffic needs. Moreover, achieving higher
data rate with minimum cost upgrade and mass deployment in the communication systems, are
the key requirements, that necessitates considering novel transmitters and receivers, which
forms the backbone of the optical networks. In this regard, very recently, a new-class of
transmitter source based on quantum-dash nanostructures has shown great promise as a viable
solution. In this talk, we will present our group’s recent results on this nanostructure based
semiconductor tunable lasers, where we demonstrated a potential lasing wavelength tunability
of up to 50 nm near ~1610 nm, and successfully transmitted 128 Gb/s data on fiber as well as
free-space channels.
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